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Abstract

This is the design, implementation, and analysis of a complete System Dynamics course

taught at Massachusetts Academy of Mathematics and Science. This document contains

the result of this high school level course that can be used by teachers and researchers to

study the impact of System Dynamics on learning in K-12 education. The complete

course materials are provided, and can be used as a basis of a future System Dynamics

course.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Despite its potential to shed light on basic principles that underlie mathematics, physical science,

social studies, biology, history, and even literature, system dynamics has not yet received the

recognition and incorporation into basic educational systems that it deserves. 1 In general, the

subject is still taught on the postgraduate level.  Only the Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI)

offers an undergraduate major in this discipline.

A small but growing number of educators at the elementary and secondary school level are,

however, beginning to recognize the fundamental usefulness of this discipline as a way to

understand the world.  Although knowledge of calculus and higher mathematics will provide a

deeper understanding of system dynamics, students of all levels can understand the concepts and

methods of system dynamics and put them to use. More experienced students can create and

conduct sophisticated inquiries and experiments using system dynamics software.  A number of

pioneering educators from hundreds of primary and secondary schools are experimenting with

ways to incorporate system dynamics into the kindergarten through grade twelve (K-12)

curriculums.2  The Massachusetts Academy of Mathematics and Science, a secondary school

affiliated with WPI, is the site of one such experiment.

This project, System Dynamics in the K-12 Curriculum: An Experimental Course Prototype,

came about because of an urgent need to develop and implement a high school level system

dynamics course at the Mass Academy. James Barys, the mathematics instructor at the Academy,

received the assignment to prepare the first elective course in system dynamics, to be taught in

January and February of 2002.  Due to scheduling conflicts this course was moved up to

                                                  
1 Forrester, Jay W., 1992. System Dynamics and Learner-Centered-Learning in Kindergarten through 12th

Grade Education. http://sysdyn.mit.edu/sdep/Roadmaps/RM1/D-4337.pdf
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September of 2001. Although Mr. Barys had been interested in system dynamics for a few years,

he was not yet fully prepared to design and teach the course at that time, so he decided to find a

WPI student to assist him.  On September 10, 2001 Professor Khalid Saeed, head of Worcester

Polytechnic Institute's Social Science and Policy Studies Department (SSPS) announced the

opportunity to the System Dynamics majors. Since I had helped seed the project over a year

earlier, I expressed my enthusiasm in participating in this project. Three days later I began to

teach at Mass Academy.

This document introduces the reader to the subject of system dynamics and the method,

experiment, and outcome of a prototype high school curriculum in system dynamics designed and

implemented at the Massachusetts Academy of Mathematics and Science.

This project was a preliminary study. Its original goal included design, implementation, and

evaluation of teaching material. However, as most of the time was spent on developing and

implementing of the material, less time than anticipated was actually available to evaluate the

teaching material. Nevertheless, the process used to formally evaluate student progress could be

applied to designing future studies.

The intended audiences of this report includes teachers with an interest in teaching system

dynamics, high school curriculum developers, researchers and sociologists interested in the

impact of system dynamics on education, and future WPI students interested in continuing system

dynamics in education project.

The main body of this report describes the experiment and an analysis of data. Appendix 1

provides a detailed journal that describes how the class was conducted and what material was

                                                                                                                                                      
2 Sterman, Business Dynamics (vii)
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used. Appendices 2 through 9 contain copies of readings and assignments used in the class. The

rest of the appendices contain a collection of student coursework.

1.1 What is System Dynamics?

System dynamics is an emerging discipline that uses conceptual and analytical tools to help

people understand large, complex (and seemingly chaotic) systems.  The conceptual tools allow

better recognition and investigation of systems, while the analytical tools apply rigorous

application of mathematical concepts that enable one to create models and computer simulations

of the systems.

Since mathematics is non-discipline-constrained, any relationship -- economic, historical, natural,

or social -- can be represented formally in a system dynamics model. Although the models almost

always involve such complexity and nonlinearity that no analytical solutions exist, the structures

and behaviors of these models can be understood by anyone with knowledge of basic algebra.

These models are used to facilitate understanding of systems and system behaviors across

multiple disciplines. These models and simulations, in turn, make it possible to conduct virtual

experiments to design more effective policies and structures for the systems in question.

1.2 The Massachusetts Academy of Mathematics and Science (Mass Academy)

Mass Academy, a partnership between the public high school system of Massachusetts and WPI,

has a mission to nurture the math and science talents of eleventh and twelfth grade students.

Students apply to the program while they are in the tenth grade; admission is competitive.
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Eleventh grade students take a full-day program of courses taught by Academy faculty.  Qualified

twelfth-graders take college courses at WPI, and earn college credits.3

1.3 System dynamics at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI)

System dynamics is offered as part of other subject areas and courses, both at graduate and

undergraduate levels in many universities.  WPI was able to offer System Dynamics as a distinct

undergraduate major because the department collected a critical mass of faculty and the

university favored trying new curriculum ideas.4  WPI remains the only school that offers a major

in system dynamics on the undergraduate level. The major is offered by the Social Science and

Policy Studies department (SSPS).

1.4 System dynamics for K-12 elsewhere

Despite willingness to proceed with system dynamics programs at a number of schools, most

teachers are not formally trained in system dynamics. Fortunately, there is a good amount of

material available to help understand this discipline.  This section will discuss what's available to

facilitate the incorporation of system dynamics in K-12 education -- primarily the MIT System

Dynamics in Education Project and the Creative Learning Exchange.

Although these materials are designated for K-12, they are appropriate for anyone who wants to

learn more about system dynamics. It does take time, however, to learn to apply the material.

                                                  
3 Based on material from www.massacademy.org
4 Professor and WPI SSPS department head Khalid Saeed's observation.
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1.4.1 System Dynamics in Education Project
http://web.mit.edu/sdg/www/educproject.html

One of the principle sources of information is the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. MIT

has a System Dynamics in Education Project (SDEP) founded in 1990. The project's primary

focus is to advance the use of system dynamics and learner-centered education. The group is

working under the supervision of Prof. Jay W. Forrester, founder of system dynamics.

SDEP created "Road Maps," a guide to learning system dynamics. Road Maps uses various

modeling exercises and a wonderful collection of literature to provide a simple and easily

understandable way for learning the methods and principles of system dynamics.5 Road Maps

provides examples intended for use in a wide range of educational settings. Material from Road

Maps can be reproduced for non-commercial education purposes. Road Maps can be accessed at

http://web.mit.edu/sdg/www/roadmaps.html.

Another resource available from MIT is the K-12 system dynamics email list. It is run by Nan

Lux, the SDEP project advisor. The email list serves as a discussion group where people can

share their insights on using system dynamics and system thinking in K-12 education. More

information on the discussion list is available at this URL: http://web.mit.edu/sdg/www/k-

12email.html Look for the link to the archived pages on the bottom of this page. The email

archive contains multiple years of discussion, dating back to 1996.

Jay Forrester also supervised the creation and editing of a set of videotapes that document his

system dynamics classes with doctoral students.  This set of videotapes, called "System Dynamics

Seminar with Jay Forrester" is an excellent introduction to system dynamics.
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1.4.2 Creative Learning Exchange
http://www.clexchange.org

The Creative Learning Exchange (CLE) is an organization that facilitates systems education. CLE

provides systems dynamics teaching material to educators at cost (this includes the material

prepared by SDEP). Their web site states:

"The Creative Learning Exchange encourages a view of education for primary and secondary

schools based on discovery as the essence of the learning process and advocates systems

education implemented through learner-centered learning.

The CLE facilitates communication among teachers and schools to help create a network of

schools using systems education. It solicits teaching materials and ideas from participating

teachers. The CLE will make such materials available at cost to educators. Some of the currently

available materials include:

Processes for introducing systems education and learner-centered learning; Models and lesson

plans from both beginners and more experienced teachers; Videotapes of teaching materials,

educational approaches, and community implementation;  A quarterly newsletter with feature

articles and updates from participating school systems.

CLE also hosts a biennial conference on systems thinking and dynamic modeling.

                                                                                                                                                      
5 Based on material from http://sysdyn.mit.edu/sdep.html
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Of ongoing interest and study at the CLE is the introduction of systems education in schools.

Using the concepts of system dynamics to learn about the process of education in this country, the

CLE can apply the knowledge gained to school systems to further systems education."

Besides having a diverse set of papers relevant to system dynamics in education, back copies of

their newsletter and a set of links to other resources, CLE's web site also contains the following

things that help a person learn system dynamics modeling. One page is called "Modeling Systems

Self-Taught (MSST) and Demo Dozen." http://www.clexchange.org/dd_msst/

Both MSST and Demo Dozen were creations of the Waters Center for System Dynamics at

Trinity College. Waters Center has been transformed into the Center for Interdisciplinary

Excellence in System Dynamics, LLP (CIESD) due to the closing of Trinity College.

Both MSST and Demo Dozen are interactive guides that require the use of iThink software.

Fortunately, demo version of iThink for both Mac and PC can be downloaded free of charge from

software maker High Performance Systems.  Due to the interactive elements, MSST and Demo

Dozen contain considerably less reading than MIT Road Maps.

Modeling Systems Self-Taught was created to help K-12 educators learn the foundations to

building system dynamics simulation modeling with iThink.  Each lesson includes some system

dynamics concepts, illustrative models, and model building exercises with very details

instructions.  The first three of the seventeen MSST lessons are available free from CLE.  A

number of models overlap with Demo Dozen.

Demo dozen is a set of twelve case studies/ working simulators of different subject matters. Each

case study follows a consistent format: After an introduction that explains the system and the
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problem (or goal) at hand, the user can create and test different strategies on a simulator. After

that, the model and its dynamics are explained in a user-controlled slide show, ending with

questions to provoke further thinking. Incidentally Demo dozen has a great introduction module

that contains excellent and concise definitions of system dynamics.

2 METHODOLOGY

This section describes the three parts of this project: design of teaching material, implementation

of the material, and measurement of student progress.

2.1 Designing the course

Toward the beginning of the project Mr. Barys and I determined the scope and duration of the

course, and planned an informal syllabus.  To create the course material, I incorporated material

from my notes of WPI introductory system dynamics classes taught by Professor Michael

Radzicki, literature such as John Sterman's "Business Dynamics," videotapes of "System

Dynamics Seminar with Jay Forrester," and my recollections of system dynamics courses and

assigned readings.  I created a teaching plan for each class that consisted of outlines of important

ideas.

2.2 Implementing the course

I generally kept to my prepared outline as I taught. When appropriate, I asked students oral

questions and encouraged discussion, to make sure they understand the concepts. When

necessary, I spent extra time on a subject by providing more examples and asking more questions.

I kept a detailed journal of the classes and materials taught was kept (Appendix 1).
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The class consisted of nine students, a small and size manageable size. I noticed immediately

there were two or three students who would dominate discussions if left unchecked. I recalled

information from a psychology course taught by Professor James Doyle6 and I incorporated

material that would encourage group participation. One technique is to call on different

individuals to answer questions so the dominant students won't be the only ones to speak in class.

I also provided candy in a few classes to students who volunteered to answer questions. The

candy served as an incentive for those who had not yet spoken. while temporally restraining those

whom just spoken from answering more questions (because they would be eating the candy).

These students retained their enthusiasm throughout the course, and participation rate increased to

a high level for all students.

2.3 Measurement of student progress

Student progress was documented by written and anecdotal evidence7. The anecdotal evidence

appears in the journal (Appendix 1). The written section includes student assignments and

measurement of student perspective.

2.3.1 Beginner Modeling Exercises

Students were provided with a blank copy of a written exercise (Appendix 4). This assignment

tests students on their ability to identify stocks and flows. Students also had to indicate polarity

relationships between variables in causal loop diagrams. A sample answer key to the questions is

available in Appendix 5.

                                                  
6 The class was Psychology of Decision Making and Problem Solving. It was a class for system dynamics
group modeling but I find the material helpful in many situations.
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Perce ived
Discrepancy

I n f l o w

 Level

Desired Level

Figure 2.1: Causal loop without polarities

The students were expected to add the + or - link polarities and also (+) or (-) loop polarities for

the examples shown. To determine polarity of individual links, we look at each link

independently and assume all other variables are constant. If the cause is increased the effect

increases, the variables would all be going in the same direction. This is represented with a

positive sign at the head of the arrow. If the cause is increased and the effect decreases, the

variables are going in the opposite direction. This is represented with a negative sign.

One way to determine loop-polarity is by counting the number of negative signs around the loop.

If it's an even number the loop is a positive loop. If it's an odd number it's a negative loop.

Positive loops are self-reinforcing. A change in one of the variables would change the other

variables in the loop and eventually cause reinforcement of the original change. Negative loops

counteract any change and balance the system. Strong negative loops tend to bring a system into

equilibrium. Dynamics of any system are produced by the interaction of the positive and negative

feedback loops.

                                                                                                                                                      
7 This was suggested by Professor Saeed.
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Perce ived
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( - )
+

+

-

+

Figure 2.2: Causal loop with polarities

How this assignment was graded.

1. A) One point for identifying the variable correctly as stock or flow; one point for identifying

associated flow or stock; divide total by sixteen - eight questions, each with two parts.

1. B) One point for identifying one or more correct flows for each stock; divide total by seven -

the number of questions.

2. A) Score by the numbers of correct loop polarity; divide total by five loops. However, if

individual link polarity were considered, everyone would receive a zero on this section.

2.3.2 Replicating Drug Model

The students were provided with printouts of a sample computer model's physical structures and

mathematical equations (Appendix 7).  The purpose of this assignment is to let students

familiarize themselves with the software. The student would use the software to build and

simulate a model (see Figure 3 for a sample model). After building a model, students were to

provide printouts of model diagram, model equations, and graphs of simulation runs.

The greatest part of the work involved is to make a correct duplicate of the model, in terms of

model structure, connection between variables, and model equations. Since the correctness of the
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printout of model equations and simulation graphs depends on the model, equations and graphs

are only judged on whether the students provided the printouts.

Figure 2.3: Sample system dynamics computer model

2.3.3 Article Responses

To determine if students demonstrated improved understanding, students were given an article

describing a complex problem and asked to identify the problem and discuss their proposed

solution. The article was from the Boston Globe titled "Cape debates impact of rail link." The

article is about an entrepreneur's proposal to bring passenger railroad trains back to Cape Cod.

The railroad proposal raised many important issues but no clear solution. The students are asked

to answer the following two questions:  identify and discuss problem, as you understand it,

identify and discuss your solution to the problem. Students read the article and responded to these

questions (Appendix 3) on two different dates. The first was September 20, before going through

stock(t) = stock(t - dt) + (flow) * dt
INIT stock = 3

INFLOWS:
flow = stock * rate * growth_constraint
carrying_capacity = 50
growth_constraint = 1- stock/carrying_capacity
rate = .1
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the bulk of this class. This is the "before" response. Students responded to the article and the

questions again on November 15 (one month after the conclusion of the class). This is the "after"

response.

A control group consisting of students not in the class also read the same article and planned to

respond to the same questions on two dates similarly apart (however this control group missed the

first set of questions).

3 DATA

This section contains the summary of data. The original data can be found in Appendices 10 to

15. For easier cross-referencing of student progress, each student is assigned a number one

through nine. The control group had fifteen students. They are assigned c1 through c15.

3.1 Assignment: Beginner Modeling Exercises

Table 3.1: Student Result from Beginner Modeling Exercises

Q 1. A) Common Q 1. B) Q 2. A) Common
Student Score Mistakes Score Score

1 4/16 x 1/7 4/5 b c
2 6/16 y 6/7 5/5 b
3 14/16 6/7 3/5 a d
4 3/16 z 1/7 4/5 a
5 3/16 x 1/7 5/5 a

6*    N/A NA NA
7 9/16 y 5/7 5/5 a
8 3/16 x 6/7 4/5 a
9 16/16 7/7 5/5 a

* N/A: This student did not submit this assignment.
x, y, z, a, b, c, d: See below for detail on Common Mistakes

Mistakes
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Results of this assignment are tabulated in Table 3.1. One student did not submit this assignment.

The score for that student is indicated with NA. See Appendix 12 for student data, Appendix 5 for

correct answers, Appendix 4 for a clean copy of the assignment.

The students made a number of common mistakes. If each of the three sections counted as one

third of the total score, only five out of nine students would have received a passing grade on this

assignment.

Following are the common mistakes the students made. The explanation of the common mistakes

is in analysis section 4.1.

Mistakes made on 1.A:

• x: Eight variables were paired into four groups. (Most common mistake)

• y: Attempted to make a causal loop diagram containing all eight unrelated variables

• z: Did not name associated stock or flow.

In this section, x was the most common mistake, and z was the least common mistake.

Mistakes made on 1.B:

• Three students who received a low grade on this section provided variables that may

indirectly change the stock. Those variables are not flows into or out of the stock.

Mistakes made on 2.A:

• a: No link polarity. However, these students provided mostly correct answers on loop

polarities.

• b: Misplacement of link polarity. The polarities were placed next to the tail of arrows and

next to variables.
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• c: Too many link polarities.

• d: All loops were given the same polarity.

In this section, a was the most common mistake, while c and d are the least common mistake.

3.2 Assignment: Replicating Drug Model

Four students submitted this homework assignment. See Appendix 13 for those printouts.

Table 3.2: Drug model replication results
Student Overall Diagram Equations Graphs Notes

1 Excellent Excellent Yes Yes All details were replicated correctly
2 Good Good Yes Yes A flow was in the wrong direction
3 Good Good No Yes A flow as not connected to stock
4 Passing Ok No No Model was made with Vensim
5 N/A
6 N/A
7 N/A
8 N/A
9 N/A

Student 5 through 9 said they had problems downloading the software or accessing the software

from the WPI network at the Mass Academy building.

3.3 Problem Analysis: Article Responses

Since the student responses were in essay format, I compared the different responses by

identifying important factors and also identifying writing that contained unique and illuminating

ideas.

See Appendix 10 and Appendix 14 for student responses. The before and after responses are

summarized in Table 3.3. The control group is summarized in

Table 3.4.
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The categories (in gray) contain important factors that I hoped the students could identify. The

factors mentioned in the writing are checked off with "Y." Here is the description of the factors.

• Problem: Traffic jams on the road to Cape Cod.

• Proposed solution: Train is the proposed solution.

• Cost to state and taxpayers: the railroad operator needed state subsidies to run the service.

• Transportation on Hyannis: Trains only go as far as Hyannis. One shortfall is a relative lack

of public transportation available to riders arriving in Hyannis.

• Environmental impact: Railroad would affect the fragile ecosystem.

• Development impact: Train service will most likely spawn unwanted development.

• Train may not solve traffic problem: Due to development impact, trains will not solve the

traffic problem. A notable alternative proposal is marked with asterisk ("*").

For the category "Use train?" the ideal answer is no, because trains would create more problems

in the long term, such as environmental and developmental impact. A question mark was given in

this category if the student did not make a decision on whether to recommend a train.

See analysis at section 4.3 and section 4.4 for comparisons and patterns observed in both classes.
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Table 3.3: Response from the System Dynamics Class
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Highlight: short summary of main ideas or arguments

1 1 Y Y Y Y N

Travel on alternative (non-weekend) days to avoid traffic.
Railroad may lead to more problems and more expenses for the state of 
Massachusetts.

1 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y N

Fundraiser should be held to help pay for the railroad. However, trains 
may lead to more problems for residents, tourists, and the state 
government.

2 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y Budd train may work because it's too slow to attract commuters.
2 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Needs to build a model to study traffic flow.
3 1 Y Y Y Y Lack of funding may kill the railroad idea.
3 2 Y Y Y Y * Y Limit number of tickets. Use trains also to transport goods.

4 1 Y Y Y
U.S. lacks good public transportation system. More public transportation 
systems should be built to relieve traffic.

4 2 Y Y Y Y Train would encourage travelers to take public transportation.

5 1 Y Y Y
Limit the number of trains so there will be a good balance in relieving 
the traffic congestion and limiting unwanted industrial growth.

5 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y N
Train may not be the solution. A commuter train may cause area 
development and have adverse effects on the environment.

6 1 Y Y Y Y Y Need to model environmental & financial impact of rail line.

6 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y
Put a cap on the number of trains to prevent unwanted development 
and pollution.

7 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y ?

Analysis only: If funding is unavailable, doing nothing is acceptable. If 
nothing is done, the traffic problem is sustained, but no negative 
changes will apply either.

7 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

Get car rental agencies and mass transportation to Hyannis. State 
subsidy should be minimal. The train should connect with Amtrack for 
convenience.

8 1 Y Y Y Y Y
Train would cost more than driving and may take longer so trains would 
not affect growth too much. 

8 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y
Limit the number of trains. The railroad company should also be forced 
to maintain environment.

9 1 Y Y Y Y Y N

The project would cost the government and hurt the environment. Plus 
it won't help passengers once they are in Hyannis due to lack of public 
transportation.

9 2 Y Y Y Y Y N

The project would cost the government and hurt the environment. Plus 
it won't help passengers once they are in Hyannis due to lack of public 
transportation.
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Table 3.4: Response from the Mathematical Modeling Class
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Highlight: short summary of main ideas or arguments

c1 2 Y Y Y N
Perhaps a more efficient train is needed so it won't lose money. People 
won't take the current train because the train is too slow.

c2 2 Y Y Y Y Y Avoid government subsidies by raising train ticket prices.

c3 2 Y Y Y Y Y ?
People would not like to pay for the train and car rentals. People will use 
train if people have access to better public transportation at Hyannis.

c4 2 Y Y Y Y N Build a bigger and wider bridge.

c5 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y N

If people are upset about the traffic, then they shouldn't go. A commuter 
rail would be horrible for the environment; some land should remain 
undeveloped.

c6 2 Y Y Y Y Y N
Set up parking lots around the Cape. Have trolleys/bicycles available in 
towns. (This will relieve traffic in towns but not to and from the Cape).

c7 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N

Build a tolled canal tunnel. Cape is slowly being eaten by continually 
increasing tourist population, development projects, and an increasingly 
longer tourist season.

c8 2 Y Y Y * Y

Train would decrease the use of cars; that means less pollution (from cars). 
Railroad would not impact the environment as much as people living in the 
environment.

c9 2 Y Y Y Y Y N

Let public deal with traffic. Too many tourists will pollute the beaches so 
much that none would want to go anymore. Charge people a fortune at the 
tolls to both make money and decrease traffic.

c10 2 Y Y Y
Trains would make Cape more accessible to tourists. Although trains did not 
work before, it may be different now.

c11 2 Y Y Y Y ?
Survey people to see if enough people will use the train. If yes,
use the most efficient and environmentally safe trains possible.

c12 2 Y Y Y Y Y * Y

If trains are well used it would cut down pollution from cars, and also cut 
down development near highway. (Fast food and other development follows 
highways but not train tracks). Increase public awareness about ecological 
impact of private vs. public transportation.

c13 2 Y Y Y ?
Let the people of Cape Cod vote. If they want the train they will pay for any 
possible repercussions.

c14 2 Y Y Y Y ?
The traffic is concentrated near the bridge and does not warrant millions of 
dollars to fix. Yes to train if it does not destroy environment.

c15 2 Y Y Y Y Tax the residents to pay for the service.
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3.4 Problem Analysis from the Mathematical Modeling Class

The railroad article and associated questions were given to fifteen students from the Mathematical

Modeling class serving as the control group (non-system dynamics class). See Appendix 15 for

student output. Results compared the same way as the last section (see summary in

Table 3.4.) Student responses were not collected in the beginning of the course.

3.5 4th Annual High School Mathematical Contest in Modeling (HiMCM)

This happened after the course was over and the students did this voluntarily. A group of students

had System Dynamics in mind when they built a computer model for a mathematical contest in

modeling. The model had no stocks or flows and therefore no feedback. The model does seem to

make calculations based on a number of variables according to equations these students wrote.

The student report included a number of equations, but did not include a complete equation

printout from the model (see Appendix 16).

4 ANALYSIS

This section discusses what was learned based on:

• Homework assignments

• Comparison of student responses of an article before and after the class

• Comparison of student responses of an article with another course

• Inference from anecdotes

Each section contains summary of data, interpretation of data, and recommendations.

4.1 Homework Assignments: Beginner Modeling Exercises

One student did not turn in this assignment so I had responses from eight students.
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Part 1A

Two students did well and six students failed this section. Those students who did poorly were

looking for nonexistent relationships between pairs of individual variables. The cause may be

misunderstanding of the assignment's directions.

Part 1B

Five students did well and three students failed this section. The wrong answers given were

variables that would affect the stock, instead of giving direct flows. Although those answers were

not correct, they show that students were thinking in the context of systems by giving variables

that may be relevant in the bigger picture.

Part 2A

The student responses were unusual for this section. In one way everyone failed this section, in

another way everyone passed this section. Although every student gave loop polarity, none

indicated the polarity of individual links in the correct way. If link polarity were considered, none

of the answers would be satisfactory. However, if only loop polarity were used to grade this

section, everyone passed.

Did the students know what they were doing or were they just guessing?

Let's use probability to find out. This section contained a set of five loops, each having either

positive or loop polarity. If the students were guessing randomly, one out of every thirty-two tries

would yield the correct set of five answers [(1/2)^5 = 1/32]. Guessing randomly, there must be

thirty-two students to produce one set of five correct answers.
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Four out of eight students submitted the correct set of loop polarity. That's sixteen times the

occurrence that random guessing would produce. Therefore, it is unlikely that the students got the

correct set of answers by guessing. If they did not guess they must have used their knowledge to

get to the correct solutions. I will assume that the students derived the loop polarities mentally.

(Instead of writing down individual link polarities and then determining loop polarity, the

students may have just done the polarity calculations in their heads).

This assignment was fairly simple and I was expecting better results. However, students did show

some understanding of the material. Disregarding the lack of link polarity in the last section, five

students received passing grades (one excellent, one good and the other three ok). Since the

students were able to answer similar questions in class, perhaps students did not understand the

written assignment.

In response to the outcome of this assignment, I recommend the following:

- Provide a reading on causal loop diagrams.

- Clarify the assignment by providing one completed example for each section (see Appendix 5

for completed examples).

4.2 Homework Assignments: Replicating Drug Model

Four out of nine students handed in their models. One of those models is a complete replica. The

other two models had minor bugs, which could be easily identified and fixed as the students

become more familiar with the software. Another student passed in a model with no equations

because the student used Vensim software, which is difficult for beginners.
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The other five students said they had problems downloading the software or accessing the

software from the WPI network at the Mass Academy building. (although they were supposed to

have access from their school building). The ones who completed this assignment successfully

downloaded a demo from the software makers. Perhaps the lack of software affected the others

ability to complete this assignment.

Recommendations

- Ensure the software is available on the Mass Academy network.

- Provide a simplified guide on how to build models that also mention common problems such as

reversed flow, flow not connected.

- Also assign experiments to be performed on the model.

4.3 Problem analysis: before and after

The central problem is "Will the train solve the traffic problem?" I hoped the students could

realize that trains may solve some traffic problem in the short term, but having the train may be

detrimental in the long term. The train and the traffic combined would eventually bring in more

tourists, which could cause more development and pollution on the Cape.

To determine if students changed the way they think as a result of this class, I will compare

student writings from "before" and after the class. I hope the "after" writings will demonstrate

greater use of systems thinking. The students should think about interactions between different

issues (the variables) and the resulting implications in the context of the long term.

Comparing the two writings, the data show that on the second writing:
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- Only one person out of nine has changed the solution from using train to not using train. There

was no significant change of opinion on whether to use trains.

- Students identified more issues in more details on the second response. This is good because

they seemed to see the problem more thoroughly and provide more articulate solutions.

- There is increased understanding that trains may not solve the problem. Originally one out of

nine (11%) students identified that trains may not solve traffic problem in the long run. After the

class, six out of nine students (66%) said trains might not solve the traffic problem. However,

many of those students still suggested using trains, if the numbers of trains is limited.

- One proposal favors the train but gives an alternative solution that would solve multiple

problems. The proposal would limit the number of tickets to control growth. The proposal also

suggested using the train to transport goods to help pay for some of the costs. This plan sounds

feasible.

Question:

Does a person gain a better understanding of an article the second time they read the article?

What if a long time passed between the readings? The "before" and "after" student writings were

almost two months apart. The research will assume that the students did not remember much of

their initial analysis.

Recommendations:

- The first set of responses was collected after the students had been exposed to two classes’

worth of System Dynamics. The first part should have been given before they were exposed to

any classes.
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4.4 Problem Analysis from Control Group: Mathematical Modeling Class

Four out of fifteen students (26%) identified that a train might not solve traffic problem in the

long run. Two proposals favored the train but explained systematically why. Six (four plus two

train proposals) out of fifteen students demonstrates that they understand the interactions of

system elements over time (40%).

I was expecting the percentage of students that identified that train may not solve traffic problem

in the long run would be close to the initial percentage of the students who took the system

dynamics class. However, the measurement for this class falls right between 11% and 77%.

Question:

Did the members of the class gain increased understanding of mathematical modeling as a result

of the mathematical modeling class? Or did their knowledge stay at a constant level, despite the

class? The result is inconclusive without a before and after writing from the mathematical

modeling class.

4.5 Inference from Anecdotes

Professor Saeed came to the class on October 15 to observe the progress, with very positive

reactions.  Professor Saeed commented that the students were very responsive and participated

well. He observed that although one group had a handle on the problem and one group had lagged

behind, by the end of the class everyone seemed to understand the problem. Professor Saeed also

described my facilitation process as effective: there was "convergence from various visions to a

commonly accepted reference and one dynamic hypothesis."
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Last Day of class: A student asked if he could enroll in System Dynamics classes at WPI. The

course produced interest in the field of system dynamics, and one student like it enough to ask for

more information. There might be others who also like system dynamics but did not ask about

WPI's program.

Majors Fair: Students from the class brought their friends to the System Dynamics / SSPS table to

see and experiment with the computer models and simulations. The crowd showed overwhelming

interest.

Even after the conclusion of the course, a group of students choose to use system dynamics

software to build a computer model for a mathematical contest in modeling. This showed their

continued interest in system dynamics.

4.6 Other Material: Note Taking Habit

During the lessons there was good participation. This showed good understanding of the material,

but I noticed that students did not take many notes during the class. (Maybe because the material

seemed easily understandable in class). I did not examine any of students’ notes. However, I was

concerned after seeing notes from Mr. Barys. His notes only consisted of what I wrote on the

board. Perhaps no one realized the importance of the material that I tried to teach orally. Since I

spoke the majority of the things I tried to teach the class, I would assume not much of the

information was written down and student notes might contain less than Mr. Bary's. The learning

should improve with more handouts.
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5  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This project started with the goal to design, implement, and evaluate teaching material for an

eleventh grade high school course. Although most of the time was spent on developing and

implementing of the material and the project is not complete, this course has received positive

response from all participants.

In term of the class, although student performance on their written assignment could have been

better, I believe that the Mass Academy students learned from the course and enjoyed what they

learned. Professor Saeed also had the same observation, that the students were very responsive

and also that the students participated well. The students showed continued interest, some

voluntarily chose to use system dynamics as their modeling method for a mathematics-modeling

contest. Judging by the students' continued interest, it seems likely that another system dynamics

class should be offered at Mass Academy. I hope this paper can be used as a guide for the next

system dynamics class at Mass Academy.

Although this paper and other resources are available to help teach system dynamics to K-12

students, the principal difficulty faced by teachers is that they need to know system dynamics

fairly well to apply the material. It does take time to learn the material, so prospective teachers

should start early. For those with no prior training in system dynamics I strongly recommend

going to one of the training workshops or going through at least one of the resources listed in

section 1.5, such as Road Maps.

However, before this document is used toward future classes, there are certain issues for future

work (in addition to recommendations made in the previous sections):
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• General structure of the course could be improved, perhaps including discussion of model's

calculus and higher mathematics aspects.

• Provide more readings. Students seem to need a reading on causal loops.

• Homework assignments may need more clarification. Provide specific examples of expected

solutions. This could be accomplished by providing the appropriate handouts.

• Final computer modeling assignment should be on a simpler topic. More information should

be provided to students for the modeling assignment.

The measurements of student learning would also need to be studied further. Large class sizes

may be needed to obtain a better statistical evaluation of learning. Since Mass Academy classes

are relatively small, one way to acquire a larger sample would be to work together with other K-

12 educators throughout the country to collect data from their classes.
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Appendix 1: Journal and Materials Taught
David Liu

Summary:
This journal includes project background and how the project came about.  The course
notes section describes how each lesson was conducted and how students reacted.  This
appendix could be used as a basis to create a similar set of lessons.
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Introduction to System Dynamics

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Academy of Mathematics and Science

Worcester, MA 01609-2208
A term 2001

Course Description and Objectives
To introduce students to the concepts of system dynamics and dynamic model building.

Co-instructors: David Liu email: dave@DayLightPix.com
James Barys email: jbarys@wpi.edu Ph: x5941

Readings and software
1. Selected articles as indicated in this syllabus
2. Software:

iThink (recommended) for Mac and PC: www.hps-inc.com
PowerSim Constructor for PC: www.powersim.com
Vensim (not recommended) for Mac and PC: www.vensim.com

All reading materials will be distributed in class. All three software are available on the
school network.

Demo version of software can be downloaded for free from each company. However, the
saving feature is disabled on the demo version of iThink.

Grading
Pass or fail basis depending on:
Class participation
Modeling assignments
Homework

Meeting schedule

9-13-02
Introduction to System Dynamics

9-17-02
Modeling Basics and Sample Models

9-20-02
Railroad Article and Questions (Mr. Barys)
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9-24-02
Playing the Beverage Game

9-27-02
Quiz on stock, flow, and feedback loops

10-1-02
Debriefing the Beverage Game

10-4-02
Reading: First Three Hours article (Mr. Barys)

10-8-02
Model building process: Identify variables, create reference mode, and develop dynamic
hypothesis. Drugs problem.

10-11-02
Model building process: Translate causal loop diagram into a computer model. Drugs
problem.

10-15-02
Model building process: Identify variables, create reference mode, and develop dynamic
hypothesis. Railroad problem

10-18-02
Student presentations
Conclusion
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Journal David I-Teh Liu

1 PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.1 Genesis of the Idea to Teach System Dynamics at Mass Academy

The project began to form in the fall of 2000 at an annual major's fair where WPI students and

faculty members present their departments to WPI undergraduates without majors, prospective

undergraduates, secondary school students, and interested high school faculty members.

I was one of a group that presented the SSPS curriculum and highlighted its unique program on

the discipline of system dynamics.  At the fair, Robert D. Knittle, a visiting teacher from Mass

Academy became fascinated with system dynamics.  His enthusiasm helped start the discussion

about bringing this discipline to Mass Academy.  Later in the year Mass Academy invited SSPS

students to make further presentations about system dynamics to Mass Academy students.

The presentation took place in the spring of 2001.  Although well received, it produced no

immediate requests for a course in system dynamics at Mass Academy.  I thought the idea for this

project had faded back into obscurity.

I was wrong.  In September 2001, this discussion not only revived, it acquired a degree of

urgency.

1.2 Design and Development of the System Dynamics Course at Mass Academy

Jim Barys, the mathematics instructor at Mass Academy, received the assignment to prepare an

elective course in system dynamics to be taught in January and February of 2002.  Due to
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scheduling conflicts beyond his control, however, this course was rescheduled—for September

2001.  Although Mr. Barys had entertained an interest in system dynamics for a few years, he was

not yet fully prepared to teach the course, so he decided to find a WPI student to assist him.

Khalid Saeed, the SSPS department head, announced this opportunity on September 10.  I

contacted Mr. Barys two days later to express my interest.  He invited me to visit the classroom

the following morning to meet him and his students. The course would be experimental—an

elective graded on a pass/fail basis.  I assumed that I would meet the class for a few minutes and

then discuss the structure of the class with Mr. Barys in more detail before I start teaching.

2 JOURNAL: COURSE NOTES

2.1 Journal Entry:  September 13, 2001: Introduction to System Dynamics

Today I gave a short introduction of system dynamics.  Jim Barys introduced me as the WPI

student who will help teach the system dynamics course.  After Mr. Barys introduced me to the

class, I was quite surprised when he said, "the class is yours."   There were nine students and they

were interested in who I am.  None had calculus so I decided not to involve calculus in this

course. I briefly introduced myself as a student at WPI majoring in system dynamics. I went on to

explain what kinds of opportunities are available in this field and my ideal job in system

dynamics:

“System dynamics in brief, is used to build computer simulations to solve problems that change

over time.  There are applications in many fields, including business, medical, construction,

environmental, social science. I find the business field enticing because, as a consultant, I would
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have the chance to examine different businesses and gain knowledge of what works well and

what does not.”

I answered a student's question about why I chose the field:

“I took the introductory course by chance and discovered that I really like what the field has to

offer. It combines the right proportion of human and computer elements.  Problems that seem vast

and complex can be represented by computer models, and these can be explored and analyzed on

many levels. Unlike computer coding, which uses strange textual codes with strange syntax, a

system dynamics model is visually comprehensible to most people.

I especially like the wide range of applications of system dynamics. For example, system

dynamics helped raise key issues in Boston's urban renewal project1 and also brought global

attention to the problem of limited petroleum supply and its effect on the world2. With system

dynamics, it is possible to turn problems that seem far too complex for any individual to

investigate or understand into computer simulations that most personal computers can run. In the

hands of the right people, those computer models can make a difference.”

I went on to explain how the field started: Jay Forrester, a pioneer in the computer field, joined

the MIT Sloan School of Management after working on military computer systems designs based

in control theory and on computer flight simulations.  At the time that Forrester came to MIT,

people from General Electric were puzzled about fluctuations in the numbers of employees at

their household appliance plants. The business cycle alone could not explain these fluctuations.

By examining the business structure and then building a simulation of it, Forrester found out that

the structure, not outside influences, was the culprit.  Even with a constant order flow, hiring and

                                                  
1 Forrester, Jay W., 1969. Urban Dynamics. Pegasus Communications, Waltham MA
2 Forrester, Jay W., 1971. World Dynamics. Pegasus Communications, Waltham MA
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inventory policies were causing employment instability.3 The idea that structure alone can

influence behavior was confirmed by modeling other corporations.  Later, system dynamics was

applied to a variety of natural and social systems, including biological, environmental, inventory,

labor, infrastructure, and urban systems.

A few fundamental concepts in system dynamics make computer simulation possible.  The first

concept is that everything can be classified as either a stock or flow.  A stock is a quantity—also

known as a level.  A flow is a change in quantity.  One example in business is the forms in which

investors receive reports of performance.  There are two types of accounting sheets:  a balance

sheet (which lists stock:  assets in dollar amounts), and a profit/loss statement (which measures

flow,  in dollars per report period).

 At this point, I asked the students to provide examples of stocks and flows.  Initially they asked

me to provide more information. After I provided more examples such as the number of students

in a classroom as a stock, students volunteered their own.  Examples include bank account and

homework assignments.  Most of these were correct and demonstrated an understanding of the

concept of stock and flow.

Another key concept of system dynamics is that structure causes behavior.  This means that the

structure of a system has an enormous effect on the behavior of everything within the system as

well as everything that the system affects.  Sometimes these effects have unintended

consequences, but most people attribute these consequences external factors, rather than to the

system.  There would be fewer problems in the world if more people understood systems better.

                                                  
3 Forrester, Jay W., 1989 The Beginning of System Dynamics
  http://sysdyn.mit.edu/sdep/papers/D-4165-1.pdf
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I explained to the students that we would conduct the “Beverage Game”4 exercise to demonstrate

the concept that structure causes behaviors in one of our future sessions. The beverage game is a

board game modeled after a supply chain.

Figure 1: Informal Causal Loop Diagram of Filling a Cup

The final concept in system dynamics is feedback--the interaction between the stocks and flows

of a system. To demonstrate this interaction I drew an example of a simple system on the

blackboard.  The system portrayed a person filling a cup of water (Figure 1).5  The components of

this system are as follows:  A person turns on a faucet.  Water begins to flow from the faucet into

a cup. Over time, the person sees the cup getting full and turns off the faucet.

                                                  
4 The "Beverage Game" is commonly known as the "Beer Game" or "Beer Distribution Game" in graduate
schools and management circles.  The words “Beverage” or “Juice” are more appropriate for younger
audiences.
5 Forrester, Jay W., System Dynamics Seminar with Jay Forrester
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All the elements in this activity can be conceptualized as a feedback loop--from the faucet, to the

cup, to the person who sees the water level in the cup, to the person’s perception that the cup is

full, to the person’s action (turning off the faucet to prevent the cup from overflowing).

A formal causal loop diagram can portray the action of filling a cup from a faucet.  We can call

the water from the faucet "inflow," the quantity of water in the cup, "level;” and what the person

sees, "perceived discrepancy." Perceived discrepancy is the difference between what one wants

(desired level) and what one sees.  I drew the components and links of the diagram without the

positive or negative signs (Figure 2).

Perce ived
Discrepancy

I n f l o w

 Level

Desired Level

Figure 2: Causal loop diagram of filling a cup without link polarity

I proceed to explain how to determine link polarity in a causal loop diagram. In system dynamics,

each link of a causal loop diagram is assigned a polarity.  To determine polarity, we examine

links between variables one set at a time (temporarily ignoring the other variables) by asking

what would happen by increasing a cause while everything else stayed the same. Because

confusion may arise in certain situations if one asks: "what would happen if the cause is
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decreased," link polarity should always be determined by increasing the cause.6  If the effect

increases as the cause increases, the polarity is positive.  If the effect decreases as the cause

increases, the polarity is negative.

I asked the class what would happen to the level if the inflow increased.  Students answered

correctly: it would increase.  I drew a positive sign at the tip of the arrow from inflow to level.

Then I asked the polarity of each of the other links, one at a time. If level increased perceived

discrepancy would decrease.  At this point some students wanted to determine the effect of

decreased perceived discrepancy on inflow but I reminded them of the "increase" rule.  If the

perceived discrepancy is increased (say someone drinks the water), then inflow should be

increased.  There was some confusion but the students who got it explained to the other students

about the reason for that link polarity.  Finally, if desired level increased perceived discrepancy

would also increase. At this point everyone seemed to understand the completed causal loop

diagram (Figure 3).

Perce ived
Discrepancy

I n f l o w

 Level

Desired Level

( - )
+

+

-

+

Figure 3: Causal Loop Diagram of Filling a Cup

                                                  
6 All else being the same, if birth rate increased, population would increase. However, if the birth rate
decreased, population would still increase at a slower rate.  In this situation it would be less confusing to
determine link polarity between birth rate and population by using the "increase cause" rule.
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Before the conclusion of the class, I was able to open a sample iThink model to briefly show the

class what a system dynamics computer model looks like.

This concludes the class for today.  I was surprised to teach the class so soon but I was prepared

partly due to a recent viewing of System Dynamics Seminar with Jay Forrester.  I think I did well

today since the students participated and answered my oral questions regarding stocks, flows, and

causal loop links.

Recommendation:  Upon reflection, I realized that the accounting sheet example might not be

appropriate for this age group and it may have to be revised.

2.2 Journal  Entry:  September 14, 2001: meeting with professor Saeed

Professor Saeed suggested that I meet with Professor Jim Doyle who taught psychology to

discuss evaluation methods.  I went to see Professor Doyle and learned that he was the advisor for

five projects this and the next term; therefore he was quite swamped for the next four months.

Professor Saeed became the project advisor.  He suggested that student perspective change could

be part of the evaluation.  I could give an assignment where students were to give assessment of a

problem and suggest policies (recommendation to relieve the problem).  Later the students could

make an assessment of the same problem again and provide a policy.  These assessments can be

compared to see if perspective changed and how it changed.  This can be conducted using any

newspaper article.  I called this process "student article responses."
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2.3 Journal  Entry:  September 16, 2001: meeting with Mr. Barys

I met with Mr. Barys to plan for the future classes.  There are ten more sessions.  Mr. Barys will

teach three of them, starting from where I left off. We planned the schedule as shown in Table 1

(the dates on which I teach are in bold type.)

Table 1: Informal Syllabus

13-Sep Introduction to system dynamics

17-Sep Run the beverage game

20-Sep Mr. Barys: article response and more intro to system dynamics

Students respond to article

24-Sep Debrief beverage game, modeling methods

27-Sep Mr. Barys: sample models

1-Oct Modeling methods

4-Oct Mr. Barys will teach from where I left off.

Students respond to article

8-Oct Modeling methods

11-Oct Building computer model

15-Oct Building computer model

18-Oct Student presentations

Students respond to article.

I mentioned collecting student response to an article and we planned three dates for that. Students

were to read an article and to provide written responses to a set of questions regarding the article

on September 20, October 4, and October 18.
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2.4 Journal Entry:  September 17, 2001: Modeling Basics and Sample Models

I did not realize that the copies of beverage game used at WPI belong to Professor Michael

Radzicki and are not always obtainable. The game is unavailable today so I asked to borrow the

game for next Monday. Instead of the game, I decided to teach modeling method today with

examples of basic models.

A computer was ready and a computer projector showed the students what I did on the computer.

The computer had iThink on it so I described how to use iThink.7 I showed them where the stock,

flow, converter, and connector are and how to connect the different elements. Converters are just

decision rules. I also showed them how to enter data and equations into the model.

I proceeded to demonstrate how to use the software to produce simple computer models. Each

model is to produce one of the following behaviors: exponential growth, exponential decay, goal

seeking, S shaped growth, and oscillation.

I put a stock, an inflow, and a multiplier on the software, connected as shown in Figure 4.  I

entered a constant in stock and a constant for the multiplier. The equation of the inflow is the

stock multiplied by the multiplier ( stock * multiplier ). I asked the students to think about what

would happen to the stock and to my delight, they answered exponential growth. Running the

computer model and graphic, the stock showed exponential growth behavior. A real life example

would be money in a savings account earning interest. The more money there is in the account,

the account earns more interest.
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Figure 4: Exponential Growth Model

I proceeded with the next model. This model was similar to the last one except that the flow is

coming out of the stock instead of going in (Figure 5). After creating the structure and entering

constants and equations, I again asked for mental simulation and the students concluded with

exponential decay. The model is then run to show the exponential decay of the stock. An example

is radioactive material undergoing exponential decay.

Figure 5: Exponential Decline Model

                                                                                                                                                      
7 The iThink User Manuel provides excellent instruction for using their software and how to use it to build
computer models.
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The next model was slightly more complicated (Figure 6). There is a stock, a flow into a stock, a

rate, and a goal. The equation for the flow is (goal-stock)*rate. I asked them what would be the

behavior of the flow over time as the stock gets near the goal. They answered correctly that the

flow would decrease over time and eventually stop. So what would happen to the stock? I picked

a student to draw a graph on the board. Everyone agreed with the graph and I ran the model. This

behavior is called goal seeking.

Figure 6: Goal Seeking Model

I built the next model from another blank iThink page. This model contained additional converter

and links (Figure 7). The goal is replaced by a "growth constraint," which is determined by the

stock and carrying capacity. The equation for growth constraint is 1- stock/carrying_capacity. The

students could mentally simulate the behavior of the growth constraint - that initially the growth

constraint will have miniscule effect on the flow, but that effect will grow as the stock gets near

carrying capacity. As to the behavior of the stock there were disagreements. This time the

students voiced a few different outcomes, including the right one. I asked them to think about it

again but some students could not decide. One or two of the students voiced: "just run the
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model." Since the other students seemed stuck, I ran the model. To the satisfaction of those

students who shouted, they had the correct outcome. Initially the stock experienced exponential

growth since the growth constraint had little effect in the beginning. But as stock grew, the

growth constraint eventually caused the flow to slow down. The system would then behave like a

goal-seeking model, with the stock reaching the carrying capacity at a decreasing rate. The

behavior of this model is called S-shaped growth.

Figure 7: S-shape Growth Model

The previous models only contained one stock. However, one of the fundamental behaviors of a

system cannot occur without multiple stocks. This behavior involves time delay. The delay can

exist in any part of the system but it can only be modeled using at least one additional stock.8 I

built a goal-seeking model that contained a delay in perception (Figure 8). The delayed

perception is the cause of a delay reaction to the situation. I talked the students through the

behavior of this system. There is a difference between the stock and the goal called discrepancy.
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However, that discrepancy is observed over multiple time periods. In this case, the time period is

two. Since the initial perceived discrepancy is slow, the corrective action is slow. Eventually the

stock is equal to the goal, but because of the delay in perception, what happens to the system?

The perceived discrepancy is delayed so corrective action would continue and cause the stock to

keep on going, to overshoot, when it reached the goal. At this time the discrepancy turned to the

other direction. The perceived discrepancy will slowly change toward the other direction. The

stock would overshoot in the other direction and the cycle continues. I asked, can someone tell

me how the graph for the stock would look? A student drew a wave in the air said that it would

"go up and down."

Figure 8: Oscillation Model

                                                                                                                                                      
8 The software contains delay functions. The delay functions do not show the structure (of additional stock)
required to represent delay, so it's better to build the delay structure.
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When I ran the oscillation model something unexpected happened. The stock oscillated but the

oscillations gained amplitude with each cycle. At that time I could not identify the problem. Later

I realized that the exploding oscillation was caused by the integration method of the computer

program. Changing the integration method under "Time Specs" from Euler's Method to Runge-

Kutta 2 resulted with continued oscillation of the same height.

Oscillation can be found in many business systems, from the inventory level of an individual

store to the business cycle of the overall economy.

I finished my material for the day but there were about ten minutes left in the class. On Mr.

Barys’ suggestion we took the class to the computer lab. The students were enthusiastic but for

some reason the system dynamics software was available only on one computer (we later found

that it was due to misinterpretation of software license and fixed the problem). There was a

predator and prey model that came with the software. The model has one predator population that

feeds on prey population. The prey population is supported by a constant resource. The resource

is just a stock with no inflow or outflow. Since the resource cannot be depleted, I thought this

model would produce oscillating behavior of the predator and prey population but instead the

model showed overshoot and collapse of the predators after it consumed all the prey population.

The behavior was undesirable, so I challenged the students to correct the behavior. Students

examine the model and offered many suggestions such as changing predator birth rate or

consumption rates. However, none of the suggestions helped. I gave it a try but the behavior

didn't change either. The class was almost over and there was no time to look at all the equations

to find out what's causing the behavior. I explained that the behaviors of some systems are

difficult to understand without simulations and in the case of the one we just saw, more time is

needed to understand how the behavior occurs.
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Today's session accomplished two main tasks. The first is demonstrating how to build simple

system dynamic models in iThink. The session also taught the students how to simulate dynamic

models mentally. Upon reflection, I should have provided printouts of the computer models built

during class and assigned the task of duplicating those models as their homework.

There was a good discussion today. Although a few students are very vocal, the majority of the

students are more reserved. For future classes I should encourage more students to participate in

the conversation.

2.5 Journal Entry:  September 20, 2001: Article response: Initial student
responses

Student article responses. Mr. Barys distributed copies of a Boston Globe article "Cape debates

impact of rail link9" (Appendix 3). The article is about an entrepreneur's proposal to bring

passenger railroad trains back to Cape Cod. The railroad proposal raised many important issues

but no clear solution. The students are asked to do the following, in writing: Identify and discuss

problem, as they understand it. Identify and discuss their solution to the problem (the student

writings are in Appendix 10).

The students will be asked to respond to the same article and same set of questions in the future

for comparison.

                                                  
9 "Cape debates impact of rail link" Boston Globe August 19, 2001. B1, B6
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2.6 Journal Entry:  September 24, 2001: Playing the Beverage Game

Today we will play the Beverage Game. The debriefing (explanation of game results) is

scheduled for the next session. The game usually requires two hours to play but the class was

only 90 minutes long so I had to work fast and accelerate the pace of the game (for those who

want to learn how to run the game, see Appendix 2 for tips).

I started to set up the game when the classroom became available. Some of the students were

already there so they helped me set up two game boards and game pieces. We were quite efficient

and the game was ready within five minutes. The students formed themselves into two teams and

I asked each team to choose a name.

The Beverage Game is board game. It is a model of a supply chain developed to introduce

management students to the concepts of system dynamics. Over the years many people have

played the game, including students, teachers, government officials, and business managers. We

are playing this game to demonstrate an important concept in system dynamics, which I will

explain at the debriefing next session.

Here's how you play the game. Each table is a team working to minimize the overall cost to the

team. The team with the lowest combined cost will win.10 It costs $.50 every week to hold a unit

of inventory but it would cost $1.00 a week to have a unit of backlog. I will explain backlog later.

For the purpose of the game, there are some rules: The only way you can order something is to

write it down on the order slip. There will be no communication about the orders between

different positions on the order line. You can talk about the weather but not about the game.

                                                  
10 Some students mentioned later in the game that they did not realize that the objective is to minimize cost.
If I run the game again I would write the goal and the costs on the board.
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There is also no looking up or down the supply chain. The Retailers please do not tell the others

about the customer order pattern. The game won't be as exciting if you break any of these rules.

We will have a discussion of the rules at the debriefing.

We will start with a training season of three weeks. Each business on the supply chain has slightly

different responsibilities and we are going to train you to run your part of the business during the

training season. The bingo pieces represent one case of beverage, the poker chips represents five

cases of beverages. We start on week one. I took customer order decks from my pocket. The

customer order decks which are all identical, were kept in my pocket so curious participants won't

be able to flip through them before game time. I talked them through the steps of the game

(Appendix 2). Some mistakes were made but quickly corrected. (During training season all

sectors are required to place orders of 4 so mistakes stand out). By the end of the steps everything

was in order. I changed the week number on the board to week 2 and again talked them through

the process. At the end of week 3 training ceased and the students were freed to make their own

decisions.

A few weeks went by and a position could not fulfill its customer orders because the sector did

not have enough beverages in its inventory (typically around week 8). At this time I explained

how backlog works in the game. The backlog is essential negative inventory.  If order exceeds

inventory, the sector will ship its entire inventory and record the difference between the backlog

and inventory. For example, if the inventory is 5 but the order is 7 cases, the sector will ship 5

and record a backlog of 2. That backlog will have to be shipped when inventory arrives. Say if

next week 6 cases arrived but there is an order for 3 more, the sector would have to ship 5 cases

to fulfill its backlog and new orders and the inventory count would be 1 case of beverage [-2

(backlog) +6 (arrival) -3 (new order) = 1]. If there is nothing to ship, the team must ship a piece
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of paper with zero written on it so there won't be an empty spot  (it’s confusing to have an empty

spot).

As the game continued and the pace increased the usual problems emerged. Some students knew

the steps well and tried to go ahead of the announced steps. Since out-of-sync steps could confuse

the other students I reminded them to wait until the step was called. One sector kept concurrent

inventory and backlog and that problem was corrected. At another point a student realized that his

sector lagged behind the game by a week, so I had to fix it up quickly. It was more important to

keep the game going. The seemingly simple game was not behaving as the students expected. In

the beginning there seems to be plenty of demand but not enough inventory and deliveries to

cover the demand. Later in the game the sectors are inundated with large deliveries while the

demand seems to have evaporated. Nothing was happening as students planned. As expected,

besides laughs about the situation, the students were blaming each other for their misfortunes. I

will describe this in more detail during debriefing.

I stopped the game on week 36 with less than ten minutes left in the class. The students thought

the game would run to week 50 and they were disappointed. They wanted to continue playing.

But besides the need to finish a few more tasks there was a good reason for stopping the game.

The recording sheets contain spaces for 50 weeks of records to mislead the participants into

thinking that the game would run to week 50. Why is the illusion necessary? Studies show that

game participants tend to explore experimental, sometimes irrational behavior as they see the

ending of a game is imminent. To prevent participants from doing anything unrealistic such as

running down inventory, it is necessary to stop the Beverage Game early (typically around week

36), before the perceived ending of the game.
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I took the secret customer order decks and I reminded retailers not to tell the others about the

customer order pattern. Too late. The retailers mentioned that they had already told the order

pattern to a few curious students. Oh well, it will give them time to think about the game.

The first task was to calculate the total costs of each team. This is the total over the span of the

game. For each sector, after the total quantity of inventory and backlog over the duration of the

game was added, students calculate their sector cost according to the cost structure of $0.50 for

each case inventory and $1.00 for each case of backlog. Summing the cost from the four sectors

of a team produced the team cost.

The rest of the tasks include graphing variables over time. These graphs will be used for

debriefing. For the first graph the students were asked to articulate their mental model of retailer's

customer order pattern over time (as in what they think the deck of cards contained). Retailers do

not draw this because they knew the customer order pattern. (For those students in non-retailer

positions who already knew the order pattern I asked them to graph what they think before they

found out what the order pattern was).

The next two graphs involve graphing from their record sheets. One is a graph of inventory level

of the sector over time. The other is a graph of the orders they placed over time. There was a

problem that seemed minor at the time. A number of graphs needed ranges beyond what was

provided on the graph papers. We used extra paper for one graph and a student changed the scale

on another graph.

As the students prepared to exit the class, (I guessed some might be bothered by the outcome of

the game) I told them that there are reasons why things happened the way they did in this game. I

will explain during the game debriefing.
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The day was a success. I was able to compress the game from two hours to ninety minutes

without cutting it short. Considered the accelerated pace, the game ran smoothly.

The students demonstrated a good understanding of the rules and instructions. There were the

anticipated minor screw-ups but the supply chain behaved as it was supposed to. I guessed the

game ran smoothly because the group size was small. I would prefer to have at least one other

facilitator to look after the game, but it may be unnecessary because the group was small.

The student graphs were mostly sloppy. One problem was that students did not plot every week.

Many more graphs had amplitudes that exceeded the given Y-axis, but the graphs made no

mention of it. One graph was completely out of scale. Maybe the graphing part should be

assigned as homework so students can spend more time on it. Nevertheless I taped the graphs

together in vertical groups in preparation for the presentation. See Appendix 11 for game results.

2.7 Journal Entry:  September 27, 2001: Quiz on stock, flow, and feedback loops

Mr. Barys gave his class a quiz on stock, flows, and feedback loops. (Beginner's modeling

exercises, Appendix 4). See Appendix 12 for student results.

2.8 Journal Entry:  October 1, 2001: Debriefing the Beverage Game

Today's task is to debrief the Beverage Game and to get students to share their thoughts. Recently

I attended John Sterman's beverage game debriefing session to Sloan freshmen and I modeled

today's session after that.
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I started by asking the students what they thought of the Beverage Game. Their responses were

enthusiastic; they enjoyed the game very much.

I continued. The game's structure and rules incorporated many simplifying assumptions. I asked

the students if they could tell me some of the simplifying assumptions that the game made. The

first answer referred to the communication between the sectors. Besides the ordering slip, game

participants cannot talk to others about their knowledge or assumptions, including the customer

order pattern. They said that knowing the customer order pattern would have helped and I agreed.

One student mentioned that the factory was extremely simplified. For example there was no

restraint on factory capacity. In the game the factory was able to produce as much as it wanted at

any time. It's unrealistic because it takes time to change capacity in real life. The factory in the

game also didn't need raw materials to process.

The next student mentioned that there were no sales or marketing efforts in the game. In reality

people are bombarded with advertisements. I explained that it's one less factor to affect customer

demand.

The factory response seemed to have struck a chord. Another student mentioned that in reality the

factory would need raw material and the price of raw material would fluctuate with demand. In

real life the price of raw material is build into the cost of the product.

The next student mentioned the timing of when orders were made. If orders were made on a

weekly basis, the distributor would probably wait for the retailers to make their orders before

making their own orders, wholesaler would wait for the distributor's order and so forth up the

supply chain.
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Someone said that there was no limit to storage capacity at the sectors. The sectors were able to

take in the flood of deliveries without restriction. In reality, there may not be enough room for the

extra inventory. I added that over time the stockpile of inventory could expire but that it was left

out of this game.

I continued to explain why the simplification assumptions were made. The main reason is to

demonstrate that sometimes it is difficult to understand even a simple system. This game was

designed to be as simple as possible. There were minimum variables and the structure and

mechanics of the game are on the board for everyone to see. Think about this. If people do poorly

in a simple game, what would happen in real businesses with many more factors and variables? A

student mentioned that the lack of communication was unrealistic. I said that the game did

simulated communications, since in real life people do not believe everything other people say.

For example, would you believe everything another person said?

I asked the class what happened. I went from student to student and they provided many accounts,

including: overproduction, over-order, "you people panicked," lack of communication, "I messed

up," "we screwed up," and "he was screwing with me." There were plenty of theories but no one

seemed to realize that the system was at fault. There was a general agreement that the players

were at fault.

I proceed to present their results. These were taped together vertically by team with retailer on the

top, then wholesaler, distributor, and factory at the bottom. The results were taped on walls. I

asked the students to gather around the graphs so they could see the graphs better.
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The effective inventory graphs show the inventory or backlog over the duration of the game.

Initially there was a dip in the inventory and it developed into a backlog situation. Later the

backlog was relieved by large shipments. However the shipments continued and most sectors

ended up with stockpiles of inventory.

The graphs of Orders Made showed that there is gradual increase over time. In fact, the height of

some of these orders jumped off the charts. Later, participants all dropped their orders to near

zero.

On the first glance, the graphs are very similar to others but their differences would provide some

insight into the system. I explained that the amplitude of the graphs was exaggerated as we go

from retailer to wholesaler, distributor, and to factory, with the factory inventory level suffering

the worst swing. I mentioned that the pattern is supposed to be delayed (a phase shift) as we

compare retailer to wholesaler, distributor, and to factory, with the factory the most delayed.

However, these graphs did not show it. I showed them a page from Sterman's book of typical

results of Beverage Game to show examples of phase shift and magnification of amplitude. Those

graphs also show oscillation in the supply chain.

We looked the graphs that contained students’ perceived customer order patterns. They are the

students' mental models of customer orders. These graphs are again similar to each other. All

contained a rise and fall. That meant everyone thought customer orders rose then fell. But the

students were not the only ones who thought that way. I told them that a partner at a major

consulting company drew something similar to Figure 9:
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Figure 9: Customer Order Pattern as perceived
by a partner at a major consulting company11

I finally revealed the customer order pattern. The only change in the pattern was that it jumped

from initial demand of four a week to eight a week. And it stays at eight per week for the rest of

the game. It doesn't fit the disorder experienced by every part of the supply chain. The students

were surprised (those who hadn't found out). They wanted to know why.

All who played the game are individuals free to make their own decisions, but they all produced

the same behavior (to a greater or lesser degree). Why? Structure caused this behavior. Imagine

what would happen if you were hired as the manager to run this business? Initially the boss would

ask you to try harder. But as time goes on and matters became worse, the boss might have a talk

with you. "We're sorry to fire you, but it seems that you are not able to do your job so we have to

let you go."

So who won? I announced the winning team. Their cost for the duration of the game was

$4279.50. The other team had a cost of $5764.50.
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I explained that some teams do better than the others, but no one group gets close to the optimal.

The optimal cost was in the hundreds. The average cost for teams are typically about $1,500. You

may think that it's fine as long as you are the best among humans, but think about the savings if

this is a big complex corporation with billions of dollars in revenues. The saving would be in the

hundreds of millions.

So what can you change to improve this system? One, you can change physics. You can try to

change the physical structure of the game. Shipping delay can be minimized but it cannot be

eliminated. Two, you can change the information flow. For example the retailer could send the

customer order pattern to the other businesses in the supply chain. But would you believe

everything another person said? Third, you can try to change mental models. The other players on

your team did not try to sabotage your job.

You may be thinking this is only a game and situations like this don't happen in real life. Well, it

does happen in real life. An example is the Italian pasta industry. A person may eat spaghetti one

day and ravioli another day. But overall it's all pasta. Do you know what their demand for pasta

is? It is constant and it is high.

Their supply chain has manufacturers with more distributors than manufacturers and more

retailers than distributors. They suffer oscillation in their supply chain. The manufacturers would

sometimes need to hire workers and have all the workers work overtime. At other times they have

to fire workers because they did not receive any orders.

It turned out whenever retailers had a sale on pasta, customers would stock up with pasta for the

future. The store would sell a lot so they would place big orders to restock their inventory. But

                                                                                                                                                      
11 I saw this at John Sterman's beverage game presentation. I liked its comic relief aspect.
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customers don't buy much more when the price is back to normal. Meanwhile, the retailer's orders

arrived at a greater rate than the customer's rate of purchases. Inventory would build up and

retailers would stop ordering from distributors. In time, to reduce the inventory, the retailers

would have another sale, and the cycle continues. The supply chain amplified this swing so it' s

much worse for the manufacturers.

Situations similar to the beverage game happen in real life but we are not helpless. Although real

life situations are often too complicated to run "mental simulations," computer simulation can

help. A model everyone can see, agree upon, and experiment with can help tremendously with

people's ability to make better decisions.

Today's lesson went well. For comparison, I should have brought graphs that were made by other

players of the beverage game. Those graphs would be larger and more personal than graphs in a

textbook.

To encourage participation I brought a bag of candy to class. After the first student who answered

a question received a piece of candy the students became more enthusiastic than usual to respond

to my questions. Although students don't get any more candy after getting one piece, the students

continue to participate with great enthusiasm. By the end of the class everyone had spoken out at

least once.

2.9 Journal Entry:  October 4, 2001: The First Three Hours Article

Mr. Barys led the students to read and discuss the first three hours article (Appendix 8). This

session was undocumented.
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2.10 Journal Entry:  October 8, 2001: Model Building Process: Identify variables,
create reference mode, and develop dynamic hypothesis

Today I will explain the computer model building process. The model will be based on an article

about drugs. The article is about a study that disputes the conventional wisdom that reducing

drugs would reduce crime.

Students received a copy of the article "When heroin supply cut, crime rises, says report"

(Appendix 6). It is a short article and students finished reading in a few minutes. I asked them to

tell me what the article talked about. Someone gave a concise summary.

This article said busting drug dealers would actually increase the crime rate. Because the drug

prices would increase, addicts would commit more crimes to raise money to buy drugs.

I asked students around the room to name the variables involved. I wrote them on the board and

asked for input from everyone around the room. The list included price, customers, suppliers,

busts, crime rate, income, addiction rate, population, rehab, trafficking.

In system dynamics we don't model everything. We model a problem. The reference mode is the

first step to building a computer model. The reference mode is a visual definition of a problem. It

involves graphing variables that are important to the problem over time.
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Bust Rate

Supplies

Price

Crime Rate

Trafficking

Figure 10: Blank reference mode

To develop the reference mode, I narrowed down the variables to bust rate, supplies, price, crime

rate, and trafficking. The graphs are vertically aligned to show correlation of variables. I drew on

the board five L shaped graph axes for the variables. I drew vertical dotted lines to divide the x-

axes into equal sections. The x-axes represents units of time (Figure 10).

We started this off with equilibrium for the first time period. To simplify the problem, we

assumed that addicts would not quit the drug.

Time period 1 to 2. The equilibrium was disturbed with an increase in bust rate to simulate police

busts. I asked the students what would happen to the supplies (city's total drug inventory) and

they answer that the supplies would decrease. With a decrease in supplies price would increase.
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And with the increase of drug prices revenue-raising crimes would increase (slightly for this time

period while others think about committing crimes). Since it takes time to increase drug

trafficking, there is no change in trafficking at this time.

Time period 2 to 3. At this time the police busts returned to normal. The supplies would level off.

The price would plateau at a higher level than before. The addicts would need to commit more

crimes for drug money. Extra money from the crimes begins to increase trafficking.

Bust Rate

Supplies

Price

Crime Rate

Trafficking

Figure 11: Drug Article Reference Mode
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Time period 3 to 4. Due to the increase in trafficking the supplies finally increase. Price would

decrease. Crime rate and trafficking would plateau. Without a computer simulation it is difficult

to determine what happens next (see Figure 11 for the reference mode).

The next step involves drawing causal loops to describe the problem. Using what is sometimes

called the dynamic hypothesis, we determined how different factors affect each other. I asked the

students to recommend links and tell me the polarity of those links. To determine polarity of

individual links, we look at each link independently, assume all other variables are constant. If the

cause is increased and the effect increases, the variables are going in the same direction. This is

represented with a positive sign at the head of the arrow. If the cause is increased and the effect

decreases, the variables are going in the opposite direction. This is represented with a negative

sign.

One way to determine loop-polarity is by counting the number of negative signs around the loop.

If it's an even number, the loop is positive. If it's an odd number it's a negative loop. Positive

loops are self-reinforcing. A change in one of the variables would change the other variables in

the loop and eventually reinforce the original change. Negative loops counteract any change and

balance the system. Strong negative loops tend to bring the system into equilibrium. The

dynamics of any system are produced by the interaction of the positive and negative feedback

loops.

One of the first loops linked supply to price to consumption and back to supply. Since an increase

in supply would decrease the price, that link is negative. An increase in price would decrease

consumption. This link is again negative. An increase in consumption would lead to a decrease in

supply (negative link). This is a negative loop.
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We worked to create a new loop. Drug price would also affect trafficking. An increase in price

would lead to an increase of drug trafficking. If trafficking increased, supply would also increase.

Since an increase in supply would reduce price, the loop is again negative.

Supp l y P r i c e

 Consumption

+

Tra f f i c k i ng

 Crime rate

Bust
ra te

Po l i c e

-

-
-

( - )

( - )

( + )

-

++

+

+

Figure 12: Drug Article Causal Loop

We produced a final loop to include crime rate. After we determined that an increase in price

would increase crime rate we were stuck for a moment. Someone mentioned that increase in

crime rate would lead to an increase in policing (due to citizen complaints). The class was almost

over. In the interest of time, I took up the next student's idea to close the loop. An increase in

policing would lead to an increased bust rate. An increase in bust rate would lead to a decrease in

supply. This loop completed with a positive polarity.

As we developed the different loops they were added to the loops that already existed. The final

causal loop on the board was quite messy. Some links crisscrossed other links. I redrew the

diagram (see Figure 12) to make it more orderly.
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The students had many ideas and today I mainly facilitated their exchange of different ideas and

theories. The students addressed and agreed to the reference mode and the causal loops. I noticed

that not many were taking notes because they were busy speaking out, expressing their ideas, or

listening.

Upon reflection, I think that, the causal loop diagram we developed today has two problems. As

we analyzed the crime rate, it did not lead to the exchange of crime money with drug dealers. At

least in the context of the article, the police bust rate seemed like an external decision and did not

appear as part of a loop. This suggests that the crime rate loop should be revised. Perhaps

additional information on drugs and crimes is needed.

2.11 Journal Entry:  October 11, 2001: Model building process: Translate
dynamics hypothesis into a computer model

Today we will continue building a computer model based on the drug article. In the previous

session we painted a picture of the drug problem. The goal of today's session is to translate our

causal loop diagram into a working computer model. The computer model should exhibit

behaviors similar to the reference mode.

I drew the causal loop diagram of the drug problem from the last session. I started to build a

model from this causal loop diagram but did not complete a working model. For this, I used a

WPI professor's model (professor Saeed's model on drugs can be found in Appendix 7). This

model differed from the class’s causal loop diagram because it makes many more simplifying

assumptions.
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I have a copy of the professor’s model on disc, but I proceeded to build it from scratch for the

students. I started with a stock called drug inventory and a flow of drug consumption rate.

Consumption rate depended on the number of total addicts and the drug consumption per addict.

To simplify things, the model assumed that the number of addicts and the amount of drugs they

consume stays constant. This leads to a constant drug consumption rate.

The next variable I created was drug price. This is a ratio between desired drug inventory and

existing drug inventory. If drug inventory increases but desired drug inventory stays constant, the

price would fall. If drug inventory decreases, drug price would increase. Most businesses set an

inventory coverage time to keep inventory on hand to fulfill demand for a certain amount of time.

I utilized the same structure. Desired drug inventory depends on drug consumption rate and

inventory coverage time. Inventory coverage is a constant.

In this model, the next links factors in crime. The potential to commit drug-related crime ("drug

related crime potential") is determined by the drug price and the normal drug-related crime

potential. Normal drug-related crime potential is determined by normal crime per addict and the

number of addicts. Normal crime per addict is a constant. After a delay, the drug-related crime

potential becomes drug-related crime. For drug-related crime a smooth function is used, I

presume for simplicity.

The drug supply rate is an inflow into drug inventory. The drug supply rate is determined by

drug-related crime and average drug supplied per crime. The best explanation I have for this is

that the proceeds of the crimes were used to buy drugs. That money is passed on to the drug

dealers, who in turn, use it to supply more drugs.
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Finally, there is an outflow from drug inventory called “busts.” This is an external policy to

represent drug busts made by the police. "Busts" used a step function. A step function changes by

the "step" amount at a predetermined time. In this case, it would increase busts to 10% of drug

inventory on the fifth time unit of the simulation.

For the first run, I switched drug busts off  (by multiplying it by zero) to ensure that the model

would run at equilibrium. I explained that an equilibrium run is one of the tests to decrease the

chance of having bugs in the model.

I then activated drug busts to bump the model up from equilibrium.

Figure 13: Drug Model with Drug Busts

Figure 13 shows that an increase in drug busts resulted in a decrease in drug inventory and an

increase in drug related crime. Drug busts dropped after an initial high, because as there are fewer

drugs on the market, it becomes harder to make busts. The model arrived at a new equilibrium

with a lower drug inventory but with a higher crime rate. The model did not go back to the initial

equilibrium, because drug busts continued throughout the rest of the simulation run.
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Some students wanted to see a run comparable with the reference mode we developed at the

previous class. That reference mode had drug busts that were turned off after some time. To do

that I inserted another step function [STEP(-.1,10)] that would activate to drop busts from 10%

back to 0% of drug inventory.12 Figure 14 shows that the model slowly went back to initial

equilibrium as drug inventory was replenished by drug crimes.

Figure 14: Drug Model with Drug Busts for a limited amount of time

So what's next? To determine a policy that can help the system. If busts increase crime, what

would be the outcome if the reverse happened? Let's see what happens if, instead of taking drugs

away, more drugs were introduced into the system. To do that I removed the busts outflow and

introduced an inflow call "free drugs" with equation of STEP(20, 5). The outcome of this policy

was predictable. With more drugs in inventory, the price of drugs fell. With a lower drug price,

addicts do not need to commit as many crimes to get their fix; crime rate decreased (see Figure

15).
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Figure 15: Drug Model with Subsidized Drugs

It seemed such a simple solution. But does it work in real life? Methadone clinics are the real-life

incarnation of this idea. Although these clinics do not give away heroin, they offer methadone

that is taken orally by recovering addicts to subdue the desire for heroin. These clinics in effect

offer a controlled but free alternative to buying heroin, reducing the need for heroin and the need

to commit crimes for heroin.

I assigned homework to replicate the model that was built today. Students receive a copy of the

visual structure along with equations of the model. They will have to bring a printed copy of the

replicated model, the equations, and the simulation graphs to our next meeting. I told them that

the software is available on WPI computer labs. If they want to work at home, they will have to

download a demo.

I explained that there are three main software packages for system dynamics. High Performance

Systems makes iThink. It will work on both Mac and PC, but the demo does not allow models to

be saved. PowerSim makes PowerSim Constructor. It only works on PCs. Vensim makes

Vensim, which will work on both Mac and PC, but I recommend against using Vensim because

                                                                                                                                                      
12 Busts = drug_inventory * (0+STEP(.1,5)+STEP(-.1,10))
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it's difficult for beginners. I pointed out that the students can find download links on the web site

of WPI's System Dynamics Club at www.wpi.edu/~sdclub.

There was some disappointment today because there were significant differences between the

model and the causal loop diagram. Maybe I should have created a model from the causal loop

diagram. I could also have steered creation of the causal loop diagram so the result would

resemble the model that was built today.

2.12 Journal Entry:  October 15, 2001: Model building process

Today's session will be comparable to the class on October 8. The product of today's class will be

a reference mode and causal loop diagram of a problem. Today's discussions will be based on the

Cape Cod railroad article (Appendix 3). We have Professor Saeed from WPI as our guest today.

Students mentioned that they still had problems accessing the software at the Mass Academy

building. As I collected the homework assignment, Professor Saeed answered a few questions

about the drug model.

After the students took a few minutes to read the railroad article I asked them to provide

variables. The list included train, tourists, residence, development, cost for train service, cost to

build railroads, ticket prices, speed of train, (automobile) traffic, government subsidies,

desirability of the destination, and travel time.

I divided the students into three teams. Each team will pick between three and five variables and

graph a reference mode. They will then present it to the class. Professor Saeed suggested that
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student keep a specific client in mind as they develop their reference mode, since different clients

would have different needs and different models. For example the railroad operator would look

for ways to optimize profit, while the local government would study the economic and

environmental effect of the railroad on local communities.

Figure 16: Railroad Reference Modes by Students
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I walked around to observe the students’ progress. After five minutes I stopped the groups and let

them present their reference modes. Student reference modes are combined in Figure 16.

First group (Mark, Eileen, and Mark): After initial subsidies there will be no profit for a period of

time as the railroad service slowly gains customers. As ticket sale increase, the profit would

increase. With increased profit the railroad operator can then cut ticket price to gain more

customers. Eventually ticket sales and profit would reach a plateau and stay there.

Second Group (Sam, Josh, and Sean): After initial investment into railroad, the overhead for

running railroad would decrease. Ticket price could decrease as more tourists take the train. As

the number of tourists increases there will be a rise of economic development to provide services

to the tourists. Railroad profit would increase.

Third group (Meagon, Marian, and Josh C.): The initial cost would be high for the railroad

operator. But once the railroad was completed the operating cost of railroad would drop to a

lower level. The heavy automobile traffic could drive some tourists to take the train. As more

tourists took the trains there would be fewer cars and less traffic. Eventually it will be appealing

to some people to drive again because of the lower level of traffic on the road, as more people

take trains. The amount of automobile traffic could increase slightly, and as the desirability of

trains and driving stabilized, there would be a new equilibrium, with less traffic than before and

good number of people taking trains.
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Figure 17: Railroad Reference Mode

With Professor Saeed's expertise we combined different perspectives into one (Figure 17). Train

service would certainly increase the number of tourists but what will happen with more tourists?

An increase in tourist would result in an addition of tourist services. This would result in an

increase of jobs and higher local population. However, an increase in local population and

businesses would certainly degrade the environment. What would happen if the environment

deteriorated enough that it might no longer be desirable to go the Cape?

With the railroad's effect on the environment in mind I helped the class construct a causal loop

diagram to combine various ideas discussed today.
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We started with the tourists at the first variable. The first loop covered railroad. An increase in the

number of tourists would increase railroad operator's profit. With more profit, the railroad

operator could increase railroad capacity. An increase in railroad capacity could lead to more

tourists. This is a self-reinforcing loop.

A second loop considered services. More tourists could result in an increase of services for

tourists (shops, restaurants, hotels, etc.). An increase in services would in turn bring more tourists.

This is also a self-reinforcing loop.

R R
Capacity

R R
p r o f i t

Tou r i s t s

Env i ronment

( + )

+

+

+
Jobs

Serv i ces
( - ) ( + )

( - )

( - )

-

-
-

+
+

+ +

Figure 18: Railroad Causal Loop Diagram
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The next loop added environmental conditions to the system. Tourists have a negative effect on

the environment; more tourists are likely to cause more damage. However, the environment has a

positive effect on tourists; better environments will attract more tourists.

Other factors also affected the environment. Railroad capacity has a negative effect. Tourist

services also have an effect. An increase in tourist services would lead to increase in local jobs

(and population). That in turn will have a negative effect on the environment (see Figure 18 for

the Cape Cod railroad dynamic hypothesis).

As homework the students are to continue working in groups to develop stock and flow models

from the reference mode and causal loop diagram. Each team will present its model and findings

at the next session.

Things went smoothly today. There were plenty of discussions and a lot of participation. A

student had a funny comment: "Are you going to give us candy?" As to the assignment, I know

building a model for homework is an ambitious goal, but I was curious to see how much we could

accomplish.

Professor Saeed commented that the students were very responsive and that they participated

well. He observed that although one group had a handle on the problem and another group had

lagged behind, by the end of the class everyone seemed to understand the problem. Professor

Saeed also noted, a convergence from various visions to a commonly accepted reference and one

dynamic hypothesis.

Four students submitted their homework assignments that were due today. One model was built

in Vensim. It didn't come with equations or graphs. I assumed that this student could not figure
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out how to enter equations into Vensim. The other three were built in iThink and included graphs

of simulation runs. One model was built correctly. The other two running models came very

close. Each contained a different bug. One model did not connect a flow; the other model

reversed the flow of drug busts. Although these bugs can be fixed in seconds they may be

difficult for beginners to find.

2.13 Journal Entry:  October 18, 2001: Student Presentations, Course Conclusion

Today is our last session. Students will present their computer model and findings.

The students did not have much to present. One group said they had an iThink model but couldn't

save it because they used a demo version of the software. One group had a model that won't run

because it lacked equations. One group had a working model in PowerSim. The model showed an

initial decrease in traffic, then traffic increased to above starting level.

We discussed the models. They did not contain enough feedback; and some components were

constants not affected by the system. The relationships between some model variables were not

clear (unit conversion problems). The students seemed to have tried hard to create working

models, and I realized that the assignment should have been much simpler. The students would

need much more instruction in order to build a complex computer model.

I drew the causal loop diagram on the board. For the rest of the class I tried to build a working

problem from the causal loop diagram. There wasn't much time and I could not get the model to

run in equilibrium. As the class neared its end, I told the students that I am glad to have had the

opportunity to introduce system dynamics to them. The material I taught is only meant as an
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introduction; more training is necessary to make complex models. However, many of the

concepts from the class could be applied to look at the world with a different perspective.

After the class a student expressed interest in taking more system dynamics classes. Mr. Barys

said he couldn’t see why not. The student could take the system dynamics classes offered at WPI

as his senior project.

2.14 Journal Entry:  November 16, 2001: Article response: Final student response
and Control group response

Students who took this class and the student who took a math-modeling course responded to

questions about the railroad article. The students who took the math-modeling course serve as the

control group for learning.
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3 JOURNAL: OF EVENTS AFTER COURSE CONCLUSION

3.1 Journal Entry:  November 14, 2001: Entry into a Mathematical Contest Using
System Dynamics

Mr. Barys mentioned that three students from the class just finished the Mathematical Contest in

Modeling in which they used PowerSim to model the evacuation time of a tall building. I think it

was notable that these students would voluntarily choose to use system dynamics software to

tackle the contest. I guess the class made an impression. See Appendix 16.

3.2 Journal Entry:  November 15, 2001: Attendance at WPI Major's Fair

Today was WPI Majors Fair. It's been a month from the conclusion of the class at Mass

Academy. I was a representative of the Social Science and Policy Studies department. The SSPS

department brought three laptop computers with system dynamics computer simulations.

The Mass Academy students came as a group. Students who took the class enthusiastically

brought their friends to the SSPS table. They showed much interest and they asked me many

questions. The table was literally swamped. The students were able to explore and run the

computer simulations. Many were amazed at the complexity of one of the computer models.

Referring to the impact of the class, one student commented: "We're thinking differently."
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Appendix 2: How to Run the Beverage Game
David Liu

Summary:
This guide is designed to improve the facilitation of the game. Most of this guide came
from my notes of the Beverage Game facilitation training at MIT.

Notes:
The Beverage Game (or more commonly known as Beer Game) can be purchased from
the System Dynamics Society. http://www.systemdynamics.org/Beer.htm
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How to Run the Beverage Game

Facilitation Tips
• Do not move chips or slips for the player. Tell them what to do.
• Keep the order deck hidden, until the appropriate time (to keep participants from

flipping through the deck).
• Make sure team name and position are on sheets (for record keeping purposes).
• Make sure the participants do not go ahead of the facilitator. (Going ahead may

confuse other players).
• Some conversations will be colorful, especially the blame game. Quote those

conversations for use in debriefing.

Steps of the game. (I have combined "fill orders" and "record inventory or backlog"
because I found myself doing both steps at the same time when I played).

Steps description Verbal Command Facilitator Check
1 Receive

inventory and
advance
shipping delays

Take both hands and put them in both
positions to your right. Move them one spot
to the left.

• Both hands are in
the right positions

• Pieces moved to the
right direction.

2 Fill orders and
record inventory
or backlog

Retailer first. Take top card from the
customer order deck, do not show anyone
except your partner. Place card facing down
and fill your order. Other positions take the
order slip at your 11 o'clock position, show
your partner and put the slip under the game
board. Fill the order by moving the proper
amount of chips out of your inventory.
Record your position's inventory or backlog.

See if retailer did the
shipping
Card placed face down
Other positions are
using the right order slip
• See if the other

positions did the
shipping

3 Advance order
slips, factories
produce

Every position except factory, take the order
slip at your 1 o'clock and move it one
position to the right. Factories take the
production slip and move the correct number
of chips into the supply chain. Put the slip of
paper under the game board.

• Make sure order
slips are moved by
the correct position

• Make sure factory
produces

4 Place and record
your orders

Decide how many cases of beverage you
want, record your order on both the order
slip  (place your order slip face down) and
order sheet.

• Make sure order gets
placed

Tell participants that the game will be run for 50 turns. However, stop the game at or
before turn 36. This is to prevent participants from doing unrealistic things toward their
perceived ending of the game (such as running down the inventory level or placing
unrealistic orders).
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Appendix 3: Article: Cape Debates Impact of Rail Link
Questions by Jim Barys

Summary:
Student responses to this article and accompanied questions were collected in the
beginning of the course (September 20) and after the course were over (November 16).
Also given out to a control group of students on November 16, the responses would be
used to determine whether the course made any impact on the detail level of student
response and student reasoning between the students who took the system dynamics class
and the control group.
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Appendix 4: Assignment: Beginning Modeling Exercises
System Dynamics in Education Project

Summary:
Used on September 27 to determine student understanding of the concepts of Stock,
Flow, and Casual Loops.
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Appendix 5: (Solution) Beginner Modeling Exercises
David Liu

Summary:
This is a sample set of correct answers.  A wide range of correct answers are possible for
section 1; those answers can differ from this set of sample answers.
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Appendix 6: Article: When Heroin Supply Cut,
Crime Rises

Summary:
This article is provided for student reading and discussion on October 8, leading to
creation of a formal computer model (see Appendix 7 for model)
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Appendix 7: Model: Drug Inventory
Khalid Saeed

Summary:
This model was used to demonstrate a functioning system dynamics model and how
policies affect the model simulations.

This model was explained in class and also used as for homework assigned on October
11 where the students were asked to duplicate this model.
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Drug Model Equations:

drug_inventory(t) = drug_inventory(t - dt) + (drug_supply_rate - drug_consumption_rate
- busts) * dt
INIT drug_inventory =  400
INFLOWS:
drug_supply_rate = drug_related_crime*average__drug_supplied_per_crime
OUTFLOWS:

drug_consumption_rate =  total_addicts*drug_consuption_per_addict
busts =  drug_inventory*(0+STEP(.1,5))*1
average__drug_supplied_per_crime = 1
desired_drug_inventory = drug_consumption_rate*inventory_coverage
drug_consuption_per_addict =  1
drug_price = desired_drug_inventory/drug_inventory
drug_related_crime =
SMTH1(drug_related_crime_potential,time_delay_in_committing_crime)
drug_related_crime_potential = normal_drug_related_crime_potential*drug_price
inventory_coverage = 4
normal_crime_per_addict = 1
normal_drug_related_crime_potential = normal_crime_per_addict*total_addicts
time_delay_in_committing_crime = 1
total_addicts = 100
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Appendix 8: Article: The First Three Hours
System Dynamics in Education Project

Summary:
This article describes is a good introduction to system dynamics and how to make basic
system dynamics computer models.
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Appendix 9: Article: Modeling Dynamic Systems

Summary:
Another introduction to System Dynamics
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Appendix 10: Cape Rail Link Article Student Responses
(September 20 student responses)

Summary:
These were collected on September 20 from students who took the system dynamics
course.
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Appendix 11: Beverage Game Data
(September 24 student responses)

Summary:
This is the Beverage Game student output. Collected on September 24. Due to the nature
of the game, there is no correct answer.
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The rest of the Beverage Game data is fairly typical for this game. Therefore it is not
included in this copy. It is available with the original copy with the SSPS department.
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Appendix 12: Beginner Modeling Exercises
(September 27 student responses)

Summary:
This quiz was conducted on September 27. A set of possible solutions is available at
Appendix 5.
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Appendix 13: Drug Inventory Model Replication
(October 15 student responses)

Notes:
This assignment was passed out on October 11 and collected on October 15.

Students were given Appendix 7 and asked to replicate the model, and provide printout of
the computer model, its equations, and its simulation runs.

Only four of nine students passed in this assignment because of problems accessing the
required software. The handout from the first student can be used as an example of a
correct response.
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Appendix 14: Cape Rail Link Article Student Responses
(student responses)

Summary:
These were collected on November 16 from students who took the system dynamics
course.
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Appendix 15: Cape Rail Link Article Student Responses
(student responses)

Summary:
These were collected on November 16 from the control group – a class of students who
took a mathematical modeling course.
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Appendix 16: Entry into a Mathematical Contest
(Extracurricular)

Summary:
After the course was over, a group of students choose to use system dynamics to build a
model for their entry into a mathematical modeling contest. It was brought to my
attention on November 14.
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